
Mechanical contractor selects LaborChart 

as workforce management solution   

MMC



COMPANY OVERVIEW

Founded in 1932, MMC Contractors is a Kansas City-based mechanical contractor with 

offices located throughout the country. With over 400 employees, they have grown into 

one of the largest and most influential mechanical contractors in the country.

HEADQUARTERS:

Kansas City, Missouri

United States

COMPANY TYPE:

Mechanical Contractor

COMPANY SIZE:

400+ employees

Since launching in 1932, MMC Contractors has grown into one of the largest and 

most influential mechanical contractors in the country. The Kansas City-based 

company used whiteboards for decades before transitioning to spreadsheets. And 

now, in the midst of overhauling its accounting so�ware, the team was considering 

another shi� — cloud-based labor scheduling. Project managers were wasting time 

updating and maintaining labor documents. The process was clunky, adding layers 

to communication between the office and field. 

MMC was hesitant to overwhelming their staff with new technology, but they knew a 

change had to be made. They needed a tool they could have at their fingertips. They 

needed LaborChart.

MMC and LaborChart created a plan that was tailored to the company’s workforce. 

MMC focused on small user groups to ensure key people had critical knowledge of 

how the platform worked before opening it up to a majority of the team. LaborChart 

provided continuous implementation support to help with training. As part of the 

plan, MMC integrated Viewpoint with LaborChart to sync information and allow 

superintendents to instantly update projects in the field without having to create an 

email chain. MMC could now assign permissions based on roles and responsibility 

levels. 

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

Learn more about what LaborChart can do for your company.

Contact us for a demo at laborchart.com.

THE RESULTS
LaborChart’s dashboard simplified the day-to-day management of projects by 

showing changes in real-time and letting superintendents balance the needs of 

current and future jobs. The platform also helped align expectations across multiple 

departments and eliminated the extensive process of continually tweaking 

spreadsheets.

MCC also realized an unexpected benefit with regard to safety. The company’s safety 

department utilizes LaborChart for tracking safety requirements and trade 

certifications. The safety team is now able to easily manage certification updates and 

quickly determine who is a fit for any given job.

“LaborChart is an easy-to-use database of our 

day-to-day activity. And, a benefit we never imagined 

was our Safety Department using the platform to store 

certifications and training in each worker’s profile.”

- Erika Laney, Labor Coordinator

info@laborchart.com         laborchart.com     


